This paper describes the fortran program rhad which performs a numerical evaluation of the hadronic R-ratio, R(s), related to the cross section for electron-positron annihilation, for a given center-of-mass energy √ s. In rhad the state-of-the-art perturbative corrections to R(s) are implemented and the running and decoupling of the strong coupling constant and the quark masses is automatically treated consistently. Several options allow for a flexible use of the program.
LONG WRITE-UP 1 General structure of R(s)
We are considering the fully inclusive production of quark pairs in e + e − annihilation (for a review see Ref. [1] ). The tree-level diagram for this process in shown in Fig. 1 (a) . At leading order (LO) perturbative QCD (pQCD), the cross section as a function of the squared center-of-mass (c.m.s.) energy, s, has thresholds at the points s = 4m 2 Q with Q = d, u, s, c, b, t. However, close to threshold, fixed-order pQCD is no longer applicable. Below threshold, non-perturbative effects lead to the formation of bound states of the quark-anti-quark pair, which appear as more or less sharp peaks in the cross section. 1 In our perturbative framework of charm and bottom production, these narrow resonances cannot be described, and are therefore not included in rhad. In addition, we have to spare out the region between the physical threshold s low Q and the beginning of the more or less flat continuum region at s thr Q , where the cross section exhibits rapid variations. In the case of charm production, for example, the limits would be s low Even though rhad provides a numerical value in these threshold regions, one should not try to give this value any physical significance; rhad will print a warning that reminds the user of this fact. Furthermore, we have to exclude the low-energy region, below about √ s min = 1.8 GeV,
where the validity of perturbation theory is doubtful. Thus, mass effects from u-, dand s-quarks are negligible, which is why we will consider these quarks as massless throughout the paper.
Instead of the cross section σ(e + e − → hadrons), we will express the results in terms of the so-called hadronic R-ratio,
where
is the high-energy limit for muon pair production. In this paper we concentrate on the contributions induced by photon exchange. Z-boson exchange is only relevant at high energies. There, however, apart from the QCD corrections 2 , also the electro-weak corrections become important [2] ; these will not be addressed in this paper. Nevertheless, rhad can be used to evaluate the vector contribution to the production of top quarks in the same way as for charm and bottom production.
We write R(s) as a sum of contributions from individual quark flavors, plus a so-called 1 Due to the large width no bound state is formed in the top quark system. However, a peak in the cross section remains around s = 4m 2 t . 2 For a discussion of corrections to the axial-vector correlator see Ref. [1] . 
The "non-singlet" contributions R Q (s) are all proportional to the square of the respective quark charge. The (numerically small) singlet piece R sing appears for the first time at order α 3 s and will be discussed in Sect. 6 . R Q (s) is defined to be zero below the continuum region of QQ production (s thr Q ), i.e., we do not attempt to describe the resonance regime:
Our main concern are the radiative corrections to R Q (s), predominantly arising from gluons exchanged between, or emitted from, the QQ pair, but the lowest order QED effects, though very small, will also be included. Thus we write
This formula generally describes the QCD/QED effects to R Q (s), if δR QED Q (s) contains all contributions that vanish when electro-magnetic corrections are ignored. Both α s and R (n) Q (s) explicitely depend on the renormalization scale µ, while R Q (s) is invariant under µ-variation, up to and including the order of perturbation theory that is being considered.
Since the QCD corrections only affect the quarks in Fig. 1 (a) , the leptonic part of the diagrams can be factored out and one remains with corrections to the γQQ vertex, and real radiation of quarks and gluons. Beyond order α s , the most convenient way to evaluate the fully inclusive rate is to compute the photon self energy and relate it to the rate γ * → QQ + X through the optical theorem, i.e., by taking the imaginary part in the time-like region of the external momentum. Explicitely,
where Π(q 2 ) = 1 3q 2 −g µν + q µ q ν q 2 Π µν (q) (7) is the transversal part of the photon polarization function, Π µν (q).
The different contributions to R(s), as we classify them in our paper, will be illustrated by sample diagrams contributing to Π(q 2 ) in what follows. The LO terms are thus represented by Fig. 1 (b) . Since the imaginary part of these diagrams is obtained by the sum of all possible cuts, it includes real and virtual contributions simultaneously.
A final remark concerning the counting of loops is in order. We understand by the n-loop QCD contribution to R(s) the sum of real and virtual corrections to order α n s . Computing R(s) via the optical theorem at n-loop level thus requires the evaluation of the imaginary part of the photon self-energy to n + 1 loops.
Running and decoupling of α s and the quark masses
As already mentioned in the previous section, the quantity R(s) depends on the strong coupling constant α s , the heavy quark masses m Q , and the renormalization scale µ. All of them are specified in the subroutine parameters which is discussed in Appendix C. The dependence of R(s) on µ is explicit in terms of logarithms, but also implicit as, for example, in the argument of α s . At higher orders in perturbation theory, one needs to specify the scheme in which α s and the quark masses m Q are evaluated. For α s , we will always adopt the MS scheme which is commonly used in QCD calculations. Concerning the quark masses, it is generally more appropriate to use the pole mass in the energy region close to the production threshold of the quarks. On the other hand, the use of the running mass and setting µ 2 = s resums part of the potentially large logarithms ln m 2 Q /s in the high-energy region. For this reason, rhad provides the logical parameter lmsbar that allows the user to switch between the pole and the MS mass definition for the evaluation of R(s). If not stated otherwise, we denote by m Q a generic quark mass in what follows. In those cases where it is necessary to distinguish between the pole and MS quark mass, we denote them by M Q andm Q ≡m
, where the number of active flavors is equal to n f = 4 for charm, n f = 5 for bottom, and n f = 6 for top quarks.
If one chooses to evaluate R(s) in terms of MS masses, the input required by rhad is α (5) s (M Z ) and the scale invariant massesm Q (m Q ) (Q = c, b, t). In addition, one needs to specify the renormalization scale µ and the c.m.s. energy squared, s. From that, rhad will determine the number of active flavors n f , as well as the parameters α (n f ) s (µ) and m (n f ) Q (µ), which will be used for the evaluation of R(s). As already mentioned before, a natural choice (and the default value in rhad) for the renormalization scale is µ 2 = s.
The number of active flavors is determined through the threshold variables s thr c , s thr b , and s thr t . When s < s thr c , it assumes the smallest possible value, n f = 3, and it increases by one every time one of the threshold variables is crossed, up to n f = 6 for s > s thr t .
On the other hand, in the definition of α (n f ) s (µ) one has the freedom to choose "matching scales" µ c , µ b , and µ t , at which the transition from n f to n f ±1 is performed. For example, assume that n f = 4, and the renormalization scale is set to some specific value µ =μ. The procedure to compute α (4) s (μ) at n-loop order as implemented in rhad is as follows: In a first step the renormalization group equation (RGE) for the strong coupling (here and in what follows, we refer to App. E.4 for the definition of the coefficients β, ζ g , γ m , and ζ m ),
is solved numerically in order to obtain α (5) s (µ b ) from the input value α (5) s (M Z ). The use of the decoupling relation
to (n − 1)-loop order, leads to α s (μ). The described procedure is performed automatically in rhad using the subroutine rundecalpha (see App. D).
The evaluation ofm (n f ) Q (µ) from the inputm Q (m Q ) proceeds completely analogously. The RGE that governs the running of the quark masses in the MS scheme reads:
There is one exception where we do not allow a choice between on-shell and MS mass: For "power-suppressed" corrections, i.e., double-bubble diagrams that contain a heavy secondary quark loop (see Fig. 3 (e) with m 2 ≫ √ s, m 1 ), the heavy quark mass is always inserted in the on-shell scheme. If the input for the heavy mass is provided in the MS scheme, the corresponding on-shell value is evaluated within rhad by the subroutine mms2mos (see App. D), using the proper conversion relations [3, 4, 5] .
3 Notation and tree-level result The tree level result for R Q (s) is part of every introductory course in quantum field theory. It reads
where n c = 3 is the number of colors, and V Q is the electric charge of the quark Q in units of the proton charge. I.e.,
v Q denotes the quark velocity,
where √ s is the c.m.s. energy. Note that we define v Q in terms of the on-shell mass, M Q (see Sect. 2). This becomes relevant at higher orders, where we refer to the definition of Eq. (16).
One-loop result
Sample diagrams that contribute to the one-loop approximation of R(s) are shown in Fig. 2 . Their imaginary part has been evaluated a long time ago in the context of QED [6] . In its most compact form, the result reads
with
where p = (1 − v Q )/(1 + v Q ) and C F = 4/3. In the limit v Q → 1, one obtains r (1) V = 3C F /4 which, after taking into account the coupling and color factors, leads to the following expression for the QED corrections:
The tree-level and one-loop functions and their correspondence in rhad are summarized in Tab. 1.
notation in rhad diagrams 
Two-loop result
Starting from two-loop order, a general analytic expression for R(s) is no longer available. Typical diagrams are shown in Fig. 3 . The full set can be obtained from these diagrams by attaching the two external photon lines to the quark lines at arbitrary points. Only certain classes of diagrams have been evaluated in closed form. Nevertheless, the analytic evaluation of different kinematical limits, combined with appropriate interpolation among these limits, have resulted in extremely accurate semi-analytical approximations to the full result. Thus, for all practical purposes, the full mass dependence is available at order α 2 s . Two main new features occur at the two-loop level that are absent at lower orders. First, there are contributions that are due to the non-Abelian character of QCD and have no correspondence in QED. These are diagrams with a three-gluon coupling (see Fig. 3 (c) and (d); the four-gluon coupling occurs for the first time at three-loop order). The second new feature is that a second quark line can appear, with the effect that the result may depend on two different quark masses m 1 and m 2 (see Fig. 3 (e)).
It is clear that the simplest set of diagrams to evaluate are the ones with self-energy insertions in a gluon propagator, Fig. 3 (d) , (e). In fact, the cases with massless insertions (i.e., gluons and massless quarks) are known in closed analytical form, for general values of s and m 1 [7, 8] . The same is true for m 1 = 0, m 2 = 0 [9] (labels in accordance with Fig. 3 (e)). The case m 1 = m 2 is known in terms of a two-dimensional integral representation [7, 10] . For m 1 ≪ m 2 , the coefficient of the leading term in an expansion around s/m 2 2 → 0 is known in closed form [11] . For m 1 = 0 [12] , this term was shown to approximate the exact s/m 2 2 dependence [9] extremely well, even up to the threshold s = 4m 2 2 . The diagrams without self-energy insertions on gluon lines have not yet been evaluated in closed form for general values of m Q and s. The massless limit has been known for quite some time [13] . Subsequently, mass corrections in the high energy limit have been computed: The m 2 Q /s terms can be obtained by a simple Taylor expansion of the integrand [14] ; the m 4 Q /s 2 terms were derived from the MS operator product expansion of Π(q 2 ), combined with renormalization group relations [15] ; and the evaluation of the higher order terms (up to m 12 Q /s 6 ) was achieved by systematically expanding the Feynman integrals [16] .
However, one should note that the convergence of such a high-energy expansion is not guaranteed below the highest threshold of the diagrams under consideration. For example, the non-planar diagram in Fig. 3 (b) has a four-quark cut at q 2 = (4m Q ) 2 , meaning that the expansion around m 2 Q /s → 0 formally converges only above s = (4m Q ) 2 . Nevertheless, in practice one often observes also satisfactory convergence below the threshold [16] .
A result that is valid in the full kinematic range was obtained in Ref. [17] (see also Ref. [18] ). To this aim, the high-energy limit was combined with up to eight moments of the polarization function obtained through an expansion for q 2 → 0. This information was combined with additional input from the threshold region around q 2 = 4m 2 Q , using a conformal mapping and Padé approximation in order to arrive at a three-loop expression for Π(q 2 ). For all known practical applications, this approximate result is equivalent to an analytic expression for Π(q 2 ) and, after taking the imaginary part, for R(s).
Let us now explicitely parameterize the two-loop contribution to R(s). We can write
where the sum runs over all quark flavors. r F V ∝ C 2 F denotes contributions from Abelian diagrams, r A V ∝ C A C F comes from non-planar and non-Abelian diagrams, and r db V ∝ C F T ("double-bubble") arises from diagrams with two separate quark lines. C F = 4/3, C A = 3 and T = 1/2 are color factors of QCD. For later reference, it is convenient to introduce additional functions that refer to specific limits of r db V :
See also Tab. 2 for more details. Note that r db V introduces contributions from secondary quarks q other than Q, both virtual and real. They arise through the splitting of gluons into a quark-anti-quark pair.
In the massless case, one has the simple expressions
where L sµ ≡ ln(s/µ 2 ) and ζ 3 ≈ 1.20206. The expressions in the massive case are given in App. E.1.
In the following, the expressions adopted for the individual contributions are described, and their origin is given.
we use the full mass dependence as given by the Padé results of Eqs. (36) , (39) [17] .
• For the double-bubble contribution r db V (s, m 1 , m 2 ), we have to distinguish several cases:
we use the analytic formula as given in Eq. (44) [7] . For √ s > 4m Q , the full mass dependence is known in terms of a two-fold integral representation, see Eq. (46) [7] . For the sake of speed, however, we use the high energy expansion of Eq. (48) [16] . Numerical differences to the integral representation are completely negligible. Nevertheless, the user may switch to the integral formula by setting lrvctexp = .false. in rhad.
m 2 < m 1 : We apply an expansion for m 2 2 ≪ m 2 1 (< s/4):
2 ), we neglect the m 1 dependence. It turns out that this contribution vanishes which can be seen in Eq. (52). 3. Higher orders in m 2 are neglected.
-(2m 1 ) 2 < s < (2m 2 ) 2 : If m 1 = 0, we use the analytical result of Eq. (49) [9] , including the full dependence on m 2 . If m 1 = 0, we use the leading term in 1/m 2 2 , keeping its full m 2 1 dependence, see Eq. (54). This expression has been obtained in Ref. [11] .
-(2m 1 ) 2 < (2m 2 ) 2 < s: If m 1 = 0, we use the analytical result of Eq. (49) [9] , including the full dependence on m 2 . If m 1 = 0, we apply an expansion in the limit m 2 1 ≪ m 2 2 (< s/4): 1. At O(m 0 1 ), we use the analytical result of Eq. (49) [9] for the full m 2 dependence. 2. At O(m 2 1 ), we neglect all effects from non-zero m 2 . The corresponding expression for r db V (s, m 1 , 0) is given in Eq. (53).
Note that we set the ratios m 2 c /m 2 t and m 2 b /m 2 t to zero and consider mass corrections due to the presence of an additional light quark only for c-quark effects in b-quark production.
For the sake of completeness, let us remark that also the two-loop corrections of order αα s and order α 2 for massless quarks [19] are known. Numerically, these contributions are very small. Nevertheless, we include the mixed corrections of order αα s into rhad, which modifies Eq. (19) to
Higher order QED or mixed QED/QCD effects are numerically irrelevant and will be neglected [20] . Figure 3 : Classes of diagrams contributing to R(s) at two-loop level. (For the issue of counting loops, see the discussion at the end of Sect. 1.) Table 2 : Different contributions to R(s) at two-loop order. The column "diagrams" refers to Fig. 3 , where a sample diagram is shown for each class.
Three-loop result
At order α 3 s , a new class of diagrams contributes to R had , the so-called "singlet diagrams." They differ from the non-singlet diagrams in the sense that, in the singlet case, the external currents are not connected by a common quark line. A typical diagram is shown in Figure 4 : Classes of diagrams contributing to R(s) at three-loop level. Table 3 : Different contributions to R(s) at three-loop order (as far as available). The column "diagrams" refers to Fig. 4 , where a sample diagram is shown for each contribution. Fig. 4 (d) . The non-singlet diagrams (see Fig. 4 (a)-(c)) are numerically dominant, but rhad includes both contributions. We will describe them in more detail in what follows.
Non-singlet contributions
The knowledge of R(s) at three-loop level is restricted to the high energy limit. The massless limit was obtained for the first time in Ref. [21] and later confirmed through an independent calculation in Ref. [22] .
Mass corrections are known up to O(m 4 Q /s 2 ): The quadratic terms were obtained from renormalization group identities [23] , while the quartic mass terms were evaluated by applying the methods of Ref. [15] at three-loop level [24] .
Let us briefly discuss how we treat mass effects from massive inner quark loops. At threeloop level, there can be three different quark types in one diagram, with, say m 1 > m 2 > m 3 . The approximation that we apply is to take all terms including m 4 1 and m 2 2 , neglecting mixed terms of order m 2 1 m 2 2 . Mass effects from m 3 are also neglected. In addition, we do not consider power-suppressed terms, i.e. diagrams that contain a quark q with s < s thr q . With these approximations in mind, we can write the three-loop contribution as
δr
0 (s, m q , n f ) denotes the mass corrections due to massive inner quark loops different from Q. According to the approximations above, it vanishes for s < s thr q and also for m q = 0.
Note that n f itself depends on the c.m.s. energy. Assume, for example, that s < s thr c .
Then we have n f = 3 and
For s thr c < s < s thr b , we have n f = 4 and thus the non-zero contributions are
For s thr b < s < s thr t , it is n f = 5 and
Finally, for s > s thr t , all masses except for m t are neglected, and, with n f = 6, we have
As mentioned before, in Eq. (27) it is understood that all c-quark mass effects are included only at O(m 2 c ). The expressions for r 
Singlet contributions
As already mentioned above, singlet diagrams are characterized by the fact that each of the external photons couples to a separate quark line (see, e.g., Fig. 4 (d) ). The singlet contribution arises first at three-loop level; at two-loop level, where the two quark lines are connected by only two gluons, it is zero due to Furry's theorem.
We write the singlet contribution to R(s) in the following way: 
Note that, if m 1 = m 2 , we neglect the lighter of the two masses. Since this is the lowest order where singlet terms occur, Eq. (30) is the same in the MS and in the on-shell mass scheme.
Four-loop result
The knowledge of the four-loop contribution to R(s) is very limited. Only contributions of diagrams with two and three quark-loop insertions have been calculated. Sample diagrams are shown in Fig. 5 (c) and (d) . The mass effects are evaluated up to order m 2 Q /s, so that the results are strictly only valid in the high-energy limit. We write the four-loop contribution as 
where the bar indicates that the expressions are estimates rather than approximations or even exact results. n f is the number of active flavors, varying with the c.m.s. energy as discussed in Sect. 2. r (4),3L 0 is the renormalon-type contribution with three massless quark insertions on the gluon propagator, see Fig. 5 (d) . It has been evaluated in Ref. [25] , where the general structure of the terms of order α s (α s n f ) n was derived. Recently, the analytic expression for r (4),2L 0 became available [26] . It required the evaluation of massless four-loop two-point functions in combination with the method of Ref. [22] (see also Ref. [18] ) to derive the imaginary part of the five-loop contributions as shown in Fig. 5 (c) . The same method has been used in combination with the technique derived in Ref. [23] for the computation of the quadratic mass corrections r (4),2L V,2 and r (4),3L V,2 [27] .
Estimates for the full massless four-loop result have been known before and are still a subject of interest [28, 29, 30] . We determiner 
The logarithmic contributions follow from the lower order terms through renormalization group invariance and are collected in App. E.3. Once the exact results for r (4),0L 0 and r (4),1L 0 become available, the approximate ones can easily be replaced in rhad.
Using the same method for the quadratic mass terms in combination with the estimates of Ref. [27] we obtain, in the MS schemē r (4),0L
V,2 (s) = 7.11 · 10 3 ,r 
In App. E.3, the corresponding result for on-shell quark masses is listed together with the logarithmic contributions.
For completeness, the function implemented in rhad is listed in Tab. 4. Note that at O(α 4 s ), the corrections analoguous to δr 
Evaluating R(s)
In this section we describe how rhad evaluates R(s) in the individual energy regions. Let us first recall that s thr Q defines the lowest value of the c.m.s. energy squared, s, at which the perturbative treatment of QQ production is allowed; R Q (s) is defined to be zero for s < s thr Q . The physical threshold for QQ production is at s low Q ; the user is advised, however, to disregard the results of rhad in the region between s low Q and s thr Q (Q = c, b, t).
The evaluation of the number of active flavors n f , the strong coupling constant α and below s low t , the situation is similar to the previously described region, but with n f = 5. Note, however, that in the MS scheme not onlȳ m (5) b (µ) is needed for the numerical evaluation, but alsom 
A typical program
It is instructive to look at a typical program that evaluates R(s). We set the c.m.s. energy to √ s = 12 GeV, and split the result according to the contributions from the individual quarks. The occuring functions will be described in more detail in App. B, but their functionality should be clear from the following program.
Input. The corresponding fortran program would look as follows. If lverbose = .false., only the lines after "-end of parameters --" are printed. The parameter list displays the most important initializations, like the value of α (5) s (M Z ) and the renormalization scale µ. It also contains values for parameters that were derived from these settings, like the number of active flavors n f , and the strong coupling constant α (n f ) s (µ).
Conclusions
In this paper we have discussed the perturbative corrections to the inclusive cross section σ(e + e − → hadrons) and collected the analytical and semi-analytical formulas. This includes the full mass dependence up to order α 2 s , the expansion up to quartic mass terms at order α 3 s and the quadratic mass corrections at order α 4 s . Furthermore, the running and decoupling formalism necessary for a consistent evaluation of the strong coupling constant and the MS quark masses has been presented.
The main subject of this paper, however, is a description of the fortran program rhad which allows for the evaluation of R(s), including all currently available radiative corrections. The program is straightforward to use, in particular if the default parameter set is adopted. Variations of the physical input values should be done such that they still resemble the physical case. The modularity of rhad allows for a simple extension once new corrections to the theoretical predictions for R(s) become available. In conclusion, rhad can easily be used to compute, for example, the perturbative parts of the hadronic contributions to the running of the electromagnetic coupling, and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
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Appendix A Installation
The distribution of rhad contains the following files:
Examples is a directory that contains programs to reproduce Tables 5, 6, and 7 of this paper. One example program is kept in the main directory, example.f. Its listing in shown in Sect. 9. It can be compiled by simply calling GNU make:
> gmake prog=example
The executable is named xexample.
If GNU make is not available, the fortran files can be compiled individually using It is important to call the subroutines parameters and init (in this order), which define the parameters and evaluate α s (µ) and, if required, evolve and convert the masses. An explicit example program has been given in Sect. 9.
C The subroutine parameters

C.1 Description of the parameters
The file parameters.f contains the subroutine parameters and collects the most important variables that can be adjusted by the user. parameters.f should be understood as the input file for rhad. In Appendix C, our default settings are listed. Let us stress that, although many of the implemented formulas are valid over a large parameter range, one should vary the input parameters only within a sensible region about their default values. Unreasonable settings, like inverted mass hierarchies or the like, may lead to inconsistent results. Note that these three parameters have no influence on the results; their only task is to remind the user of the problematic energy regions in the perturbative approach.
sqmin: minimal allowed value for the c.m.s. energy (see Sect. 1).
Note that not all parameters are independent: for example, if lmassless = .true., la3m2, la3m4, and la4m2 will automatically be set to .false..
C.2 Default settings
The default settings in parameters.f are as follows: s (µ 0 ), including decoupling and matching, by calling decalpha and runalpha. The value for n i =infini is set in the subroutines parameters. n f =inffin is determined according to the value of mu1 and becomes part of the common-block.
In addition there is the subroutine decalphams which works analoguously to decalpha, except that the matching coefficients are parameterized in terms of MS quark masses. rundecmass(mq0,inf,mu0,mu1,mqout):
, including decoupling and matching, by calling decmassms and runmass. n f is determined according to the value of mu1.
Note that in decmassms and rundecmass only those cases are implemented which are needed for rhad.
Pole mass versus MS mass. In case the MS quark masses are used as input the numerical values for the pole quark masses, which are needed for certain (double-bubble) contributions as described in Sect. 2, are computed with the help of the routine mms2mos. 
E Analytical results
All results presented in this section are parametrized in terms of pole quark masses denoted by M Q , M 1 or M 2 . The conversion to the MS formulas can be performed with the help of Eq. (67).
E.1 Analytical results for R
(2)
Q (s)
In this appendix we list the results for the two-loop contributions to R(s) as they are implemented in rhad. They are either known analytically, or in terms of semi-analytical Padé approximants.
The Abelian two-loop contribution reads
where r F,pa V is known in the form of Padé approximants [17] . We quote the result based on a [5/5]-Padé approximant:
Im 
and
V can be found in Eq. (18) . The non-Abelian contribution can be written in the form [17] 
where ξ is the QCD gauge parameter, r A,g V is the result from the gluonic double-bubble diagram given below and r A,pa V is again given in terms of a Padé approximant:
Following Ref. [32] , the exact results of the imaginary part of the fermionic and gluonic double-bubble diagram (see Fig. 3 (d) and (e)), r L V and r A,g V , respectively, may be written
V is defined in (18) , whereas δ (2) was originally calculated in Ref. [7] and reads: 
with ζ 2 = π 2 /6 ≈ 1.64493, ζ 3 ≈ 1.20206, and
The double-bubble contribution r T V can be written in the form
and 
where L ms = ln(M 2 Q /s), L µs = ln(µ 2 /s). The ellipse denotes uncalculated higher order terms in M 2 Q /s. The double-bubble contribution with zero outer mass and inner mass M 2 is given by [9] r db V (s, 0,
with 
can be cast in the form [11] r 
The massless limits of the above expressions have been given in Eq. (22) .
E.2 Analytical results for R
(3)
Q (s)
This section lists analytical expressions for the three-loop functions defined in Sect. 6. As already mentioned, only the high-energy expansion is known, including quartic mass terms. We write these functions as follows: The results for the massless terms have been obtained in Ref. [21, 22] , the quadratic mass terms in Ref. [23] , and the quartic terms in Ref. [24] . Adopting the on-shell scheme for the mass M Q , we get, for the contributions where the massive quark couples to the external current:
r 
where n f is the number of active flavors, a 4 = Li 4 (1/2) ≈ 0.517479, ζ 2 = π 2 /6 ≈ 1.64492, ζ 3 ≈ 1.20206, ζ 4 = π 4 /90 ≈ 1.08232, ζ 5 ≈ 1.03693, L ms = ln(M 2 Q /s) and L sµ = ln(s/µ 2 ). The mass corrections in the case where the massive quark only appears as insertion in gluon lines reads: corresponds to the estimates obtained with the help of the results of Refs. [26, 27] .
E.4 Renormalization group coefficients
